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Result of Program Implementation

Achievements in FY2009 (Self Review)

Future Plan (Measures toward Achieving Research Objectives)

Joint Research
Using a newly developed lentiviral vector, temperature responsive cell sheets, and autologous small
intestine segments, we are attempting to construct three-dimensional engineered cardiac tissues
for transplantation into human hearts. For this project, experiments using gene transfer are being
performed in Helsinki, those using cell sheets are being performed in Osaka and Hannover, and
those using autologous small intestine segments as scaffolding for cardiac tissues are being
performed in Hannover.
Seminar
We held a “Progress Meeting” during the annual meeting of the European Association of Cardio-
Thoracic Surgery (EACTS) in Geneva, Switzerland in September 2010.
Researcher Exchanges
Last year, a Japanese researcher conducted studies in Helsinki (until December 2010), while two
others studied in Hannover (until June 2010 and from January to March 2010). One researcher
from Hannover came to Osaka for studies (from October 2010) and another from Helsinki will
come to Osaka as a postdoctoral researcher this year (from 2011). In addition, two Japanese
researchers visited Hannover for several days to exchange information.

Our goal is to create an international research consortium for cardiac tissue engineering and apply
engineered cardiac tissue to clinical use in patients with severe heart disease. Along that line, we
have performed various experimental studies to develop three-dimensional cardiac tissues using
gene, cell, and tissue engineering technologies developed in Finland, Germany, and Japan. To
promote integration of these technologies, a "Progress meeting" was held in Geneva on
September 12, 2010, during which more than 20 researchers from Finland, Germany, the United
Kingdom, and Japan presented and discussed various topics related to our research consortium
and international research developments. In order to promote this consortium, we have produced a
"Promotion Video" of the program coordinated among Japan, Germany, and Finland, which
introduces our coordinators, as well as recent results of research and clinical studies performed at
Osaka University. News and events can also be found at that web site.
In line with our studies, an "Academic Agreement" has been reached between Osaka University
and University of Helsinki. International collaboration among young scientists and surgeons in each
country is being promoted by establishment of an exchange program and 5 young researchers
participated during the previous year.

As a "Type A: Strategic Research Network," we intend to further expand this program. The main
priority is to promote young researcher exchanges and provide them an opportunity to present
their research findings. To achieve this goal, three coordinators from each country, Professors
Harjula (Finland), Haverich (Germany), and Sawa (Japan) will meet regularly during the annual
meeting of the American Association of Thoracic Surgery and European Association of
Cardiothoracic surgery, where they will discuss further development of research studies on cardiac
tissue engineering. Furthermore, we will hold a "Summer Seminar" in August 2011 in Tampere,
Finland, as well as a "Workshop for young researchers" in October 2011 in Nagoya, Japan, during
the annual meeting of the Japanese Association of Thoracic Surgery. As for our research theme,
we plan to expand our collaboration in regard to iPS cell research.
To establish our collaboration for iPS cell research, Marco Lux and Kenji Miki will participate in
studies of myocardial differentiation of porcine iPS cells. Also, to further develop our international
consortium not only in experimental but also clinical settings, we are planning to perform
"International multi-center clinical trials of cell-sheet transplantation." For this purpose, London
University, United Kingdom, will join our consortium. As for financial support for these international
clinical trials, we are applying for EU-Funding grants and contacting other organizations.
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